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Component Template

This template is designed to provide a consistent structure to articles about smaller pieces of gear that
do not fit into any of the other templates available, ranging from weapon optics to volumetric projectors
and even parachutes

Typically, articles using this template will be in the (Insert faction or corporation here):(Insert
nomenclature or component name here) namespace.

====== Component Name (this line becomes the title) =====
(Brief Overview Sentences: Include Manufacturer, Years Produced, Current
Users)

|  Year of Creation  | (The YE this component was created) |
|  Designer  |  (Link to designer/s)  |
|  Nomenclature  |  (Using the Standard International Nomenclature)  |
|  Alt. Nomenclature  | (Any local, faction or internal corporate
nomenclature)  |
|  Manufacturer  | (Component and location of manufacture) |
|  Fielded by  |  (Organizations using this component)  |
|  Availability  |  (Prototype, Limited Production, Mass Production)  |
|  Price  |  (Price in KS)  |
===== History =====
(Optional; include background and history of the component)
===== Function and Design =====
(Include what materials the component is made from and how it works, can be
either an in-depth section or something more general)
==== Appearance ====
(Optional; can be included in the above section or kept separate here, a few
brief sentences describing how the component looks are required if this
section is used)

This section should also include when possible, the dimensions of the
component. Also, when possible, include the weight of the component in
kilograms.

===== OOC Notes =====
Put author information and art credits here.

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2019/04/28 15:05. Updated on 01/14/2021 by Andrew.

Original Approval - Approved here
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